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Introduction

Despite increased spending on cybersecurity and expanded focus on risk reduction, attacks targeting the financial 

services sector continue to accelerate in both complexity and frequency. 

Most attacks are motivated by potential financial gain from stealing and selling or holding for ransom – data that can be 

easily monetized from the targeted organizations.

This guide provides an overview of existing and emerging cybersecurity threat vectors that affect financial institutions, 

and how organizations can secure their web applications, portals and other infrastructure to protect critical client data 

and meet regulatory compliance requirements. 

This white paper will also describe in-depth the best ways to prevent malicious file uploads while still allowing 

legitimate users to upload files to web applications.

Section 1 Why Financial Services Firms are at Risk

Section 2 Common Attack Vectors

Section 3 How Financial Services Organization can Protect Themselves

Section 4 The OPSWAT Solution
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SECTION 1

Why Financial Services Firms are at Risk
 ▪ Threat actors target organizations that have what they want — most often money, data they can sell for money, and 

vulnerabilities that enable them to access data.

 ▪ Web applications account for 43% of security breaches. Users no longer need to install a rogue application in order to get 

infected. Even opening what appears to be an invoice, a courier receipt, a mortgage application, or any other productivity 

file can successfully deliver a malware payload that enables cybercriminals to take over the entire network.

 ▪ Financial services firms are targeted for ransomware attacks as they deal with critical data that they will go to any lengths 

to protect and retrieve. Even to the extent of paying cybercriminals to keep it quiet to minimize reputational damage.

2/3
of large financial services companies 
suffered a cyber-attack in the past year 1

43%
of breaches involved targeting of web 
applications 2 

25% 
of all malware attacks target financial 
services 3 

Cybercriminals try to steal money from bank accounts; access sensitive, private or confidential data; or destabilize financial 

markets for political purposes. There were huge year-on-year increases in the numbers of compromised credit cards 

(212%), credential leaks (129%), and malicious apps (102%).4 Simultaneously, in order to bring in operational efficiencies, 

enhance competitive advantages and deliver better customer experiences, many financial services firms have embarked on 

digital transformation and cloud-computing adoption that can increase business, operational and reputational risks if not 

appropriately secured.

Additionally, financial services companies store, transmit, and process seemingly endless volumes of sensitive information. 

They receive, distribute, and share numerous productivity files with employees, partners, and customers every day. These 

sensitive and proprietary records are uploaded via web applications and portals, or transferred within departments through 

attachments, copied and distributed, and stored online for day-to-day access or as backup. 

Due to the increasing digitalization of financial services and the great volume of sensitive digital data, this sector has 

become a favorite playground for the financially motivated criminal. According to a new report from Accenture, between 

Do you accept mortgage or loan applications from clients? Are you privy to banking 
details of millions of customers? Do you store or process critical data like credit 
card numbers or social security numbers? Are you a Mortgage Lender, Insurance 
Provider, International Bank, or a FinTech business?

If so... you are at risk.
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2019 and 2023, the average revenue opportunity at risk in banking and capital markets from cybercrime is $394 billion. For 

insurance, that number is $305 billion. 5

The combination of these facts along with the growth in demand from customers, business partners and investors for 

anytime / anywhere access to their financial information, as well as the considerable regulatory, business and technological 

changes in financial services environments today, has increased the need for secure networks and infrastructure.

Governments and industry regulators are crafting new rules to respond to emerging cybersecurity challenges and the 

risks associated with digital innovation and transformation. There is a heightened focus on operational resilience. The 

penalties for non-compliance are significant. Organizations need to ensure compliance with existing and emerging Financial 

Services regulations and cybersecurity standards like – the due diligence expectations of DTCC (Depository Trust & Clearing 

Corporation), the Safeguards and Privacy Rules of the GLBA (Gramm-Leach-Bliley Act), GDPR, PCI-DSS, FINRA KYC (Know 

Your Customer) Rule 2090, region specific requirements under the EU-US Privacy Shield Framework, Korea’s Good Software 

Certification requirements etc.

Did you know?

 ▪ Financial services businesses are most vulnerable to 
cybercrimes.6

 ▪ The financial services sector topped the list of 26 sectors 
most targeted by cyber-attackers.7 

 ▪ This industry also experiences the highest cost for 
cybercrime at an average of $18.3 million per business.8

Financial services is the most cyberattacked industry.9 
According to Boston Consulting Group (BCG), cyberattacks hit 
financial services firms 300 times more than other businesses 
per year.10 Within the financial services sector, banks are the 
most obvious targets for cybercriminals as they have the most 
visible products and services.

Highlighted cyber incidents involving financial services organizations

1 2 3 4
Names, addresses, phone 
numbers and email addresses 
of the holders of some 83 
million households and small 
business accounts were 
exposed when computer 
systems at JPMorgan Chase 
& Co were compromised by 
hackers, making it one of 
the biggest data breaches in 
history.11 

Heartland Payment Systems 
announced that it had 
suffered a devastating breach: 
134 million credit cards were 
exposed through SQL Injection 
attacks used to install 
spyware on Heartland’s data 
systems.12 

On September 6, 2020, 
Banco Estado, the only 
public bank in Chile and one 
of the three largest in the 
country, had to shut down its 
nationwide operations due to 
a ransomware cyberattack 
launched by REvil.13 

On August 26, 2020, the U.S. 
government issued a joint 
alert to warn the public about 
an ongoing cyber campaign 
by North Korea-backed 
“BeagleBoyz” group which is 
using remote access malware 
tools to steal millions from 
financial institutions in at 
least 38 countries around the 
world.14
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SECTION 2

Common Attack Vectors

The threat landscape for organizations with valuable financial data to protect is complex - with threats ranging widely from 

new hackers out to make a name for themselves to sophisticated and organized targeted attacks. 

Cybercriminals are increasingly exploiting IoT blind spots, privacy loopholes for mobile and cloud jacking, network and 

software vulnerabilities to gain access to valuable information. The number of new malware samples (including sophisticated 

ransomware) is close to 700 million.15

Social Engineering tactics are used by attackers on unwary users who upload, download, receive, open, and edit many types 

of files every day.

Insider Threats accounted for 30% of breaches per the 2020 Verizon Data Breach Investigation Report.16 Organizations need 

to limit user access, detect and redact (or block) sensitive data, audit and track role-based access, and encrypt stored data 

both from malicious insiders and inadvertent employee mistakes.

Sponsored Attacks on financial firms are increasingly being targeted by Nation-States to gain a backdoor for espionage, to 

disrupt and destabilize the economy, or to exploit strategic intelligence.

Cybercrime is an industry, with its own service economy, tools for hire, solution providers and end users.17 It is more profitable 

than the combined global trade of all illegal drugs and represents "the greatest transfer of economic wealth in history.18 

Web Portals and Applications are essential for the effective functioning of an organization, but pose significant risks to an 

organization.

 ▪ Threat actors can conceal malicious code, malicious macros, unsecure hyperlinks, and other malicious content within 

common files and upload them to an online portal to gain access to the organization’s entire IT infrastructure.

 ▪ Inadvertent hosting and distributing malicious files uploaded by a threat actor can lead to spreading the virus to all your 

customers and significant disruption of services resulting in expensive lawsuits and bad publicity. Users no longer need 

to install a rogue application in order to get infected – that can happen by opening what appears to be invoice, a courier 

receipt, or a mortgage application, or any other productivity file.

 ▪ If left unchecked, users can submit sensitive and PII (Personally Identifiable Information) in violation of an application’s 

terms of service that can result in copyright infringement or compliance violations with significant penalties.
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Web Applications attacks are the top cause of most data breaches.
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 Patterns in Finance and Insurance industry breaches (n = 448)19

Productivity Files and File Uploads

Document-borne malware is on the rise. Productivity files offer an attack vector to cybercriminals. By concealing advanced 

threats that exploit vulnerabilities within common file types, attackers can compromise an end user or an entire system. 

Any file coming inside an organization should be audited and analyzed, even when the sender seems to be a trusted, reliable 

source. 

The most commonly uploaded and shared files in office settings are: 

 ▪ Microsoft Office – DOC(X), XLS(X), PPT(X), etc. 

 ▪ Images – JPEG, PNG, TIFF, etc. PDFs 

Most day-to-day activities rely on these file types, and at first glance, they seem harmless. However, advanced features in 

these file formats can be exploited by attackers. Most people are aware of malicious macros, but Microsoft Office documents 

can contain many other kinds of advanced threats as well. For example, OLE objects disguised as embedded multimedia 

or script-enabled ActiveX controls can be configured by attackers to download malicious payloads.20,21 PDFs may contain 

JavaScript that performs malicious actions.22 Images can carry malicious JavaScript.23 

Additionally, malicious files can be disguised as one of these file types.24 These are called “spoofed” files. There are several 

methods of concealing the true type of a file from users, and even from anti-malware security measures. 
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SECTION 3

How Can Financial Services 
Organizations Protect Themselves?

Each financial services business has different workflows and unique security needs. When designing a strategy to keep 

productivity file uploads secure, it’s important to assess and address your specific situation. 

Assessing Unique Security Needs

Start by asking questions like 

 ▪ How many restrictions can you add without impacting productivity? 

 ▪ How much can you rely on user training? How confident are you that users will actually apply everything they learn in 

security training? 

 ▪ How are you validating the files? Are you doing any pre-processing before you are making the files available? If so, how do 

you ensure they won’t try to exploit the processing service? 

 ▪ How confident are you that a simulated sandbox environment will replicate your live environment? 

Also consider your use case 

 ▪ When and why do users need files uploaded on your portal? 

 ▪ What filetypes are used or needed? 

 ▪ What are the risks of allowing those files to enter your organization? 

If you are simply receiving scanned documents, collaborating with partners on draft agreements, or sharing 
invoices or POs 

 ▪ Why would you allow a PDF with embedded JavaScript? 

 ▪ Are you sure you can trust a document that contains hyperlinks, macros, OLE objects, or ActiveX controls? 

 ▪ How do you know if an image is legitimate and hasn’t been created by an attacker? 

It’s one thing to decide that any file containing scripts or macros should not enter an organization; it’s another thing to 

enforce that policy. It is difficult to determine exactly what a file contains without opening it. 

Therefore, further steps are necessary to defend against malicious files disguised as common productivity files. 
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Best Practices 

Only allow certain types of file formats

This is a simple but necessary step. Avoid unnecessary risks by filtering the types of files that enter your organization. The 

idea is to block any file that will not impact your team’s productivity in order to avoid unnecessary risks. Make business-driven 

decisions about which kinds of files employees and users need, and which kinds are unnecessary. Doing so will only eliminate 

a small part of the risk of malicious file uploads, but it’s a start. 

Block unnecessary file types, disguised files, and spoofed files

Identifying and verifying the true type of a file is complicated. A lot of file verification solutions rely on merely reading the 

file extension. This is more dangerous than not having a solution in place at all, since users will expect that any file that 

comes through is safe to open. In fact, that’s not true – faking the true file type is a very common method of hiding malicious 

software, and many hackers use this technique. 

Additionally, with the simplified interfaces of contemporary operating systems that don’t display known file extensions, it’s 

even easier for a spoofed file to hide in plain sight. 

It is essential to find and implement a solution that can identify the true type of a file even when it is disguised. 

Prevent DTD attacks

Complex files allow Document Type Declaration, which are prone to XXE attacks, DoS, SSRF, and other risks. Insecure 

Deserialization is part of the OWASP Top 10 Web App Vulnerabilities. Sanitizing the content to remove any potential callbacks 

or data exfiltration crafted content is critical in preventing these kinds of attacks.

Restrict active content usage

Now that you’ve identified which filetypes you will allow, make sure you define what will be allowed to be embedded in those 

files. It’s meaningless to limit allowed filetypes to PDF, but not to verify what the PDF contains. Having a PDF which contains 

a Word document attachment which has a macro embedded is no better than allowing macro enabled documents from the 

start. Similarly, hackers can craft file uploads to exploit the systems parsing the files. You need to understand the scope of 

the application, which files are being shared, and what content is expected to be embedded in those files. 

Don’t make the exception a rule

For instance, if only the design team needs to use and upload PSD and AI files, set customized rules for them rather than 

allowing everyone to use those file types. Keep the general allowed file types set to a minimum. 

Set up security policies that exceed the bare minimum

This may involve creating a custom solution for your application or organization. The best approach is to integrate with third-

party anti-malware scanning software so that all file uploads are scanned for malware, and all files containing malicious 

content are detected. An anti-malware integration of this kind would require the use of anti-malware APIs. Advanced threats 

require more advanced preventative measures.
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SECTION 4 

The OPSWAT Solution

OPSWAT is committed to preventing threats and zero-day attacks for secure data transfer across your network, applications, 

and customer operations. With almost two decades of experience in securing critical infrastructure systems, OPSWAT 

technologies integrate advanced malware protection and detection into your IT solutions and applications. 

MetaDefender – our advanced threat prevention solution for file upload security, secure storage, email security, cross-domain 

solutions, and malware analysis is used by financial institutions that require the highest level of security. 

API Vault Cloud StorageEmailClientICAP Kiosk Drive
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OPSWAT MetaDefender Platform Overview 
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MetaDefender enables file upload security solutions to perform six steps to protect your systems from malicious file uploads:

01. Scan files with one 

or more anti-malware 

engines

OPSWAT Multiscanning technology leverages 30+ anti-malware engines, significantly 

improves detection of known and unknown threats, and provides the earliest protection 

against malware outbreaks.

02. Sanitize files via 

Deep CDR

OPSWAT Deep Content Disarm and Reconstruction (Deep CDR) technology prevents 

potentially undetected file-borne threats by sanitizing and reconstructing files ensuring 

that any possible embedded threats are neutralized while maintaining full usability with 

safe content.

03. Verify file types With MetaDefender’s file type verification technology, you can determine the actual file 

type based on the content of the file, not the unreliable extension to combat spoofed file 

attacks. You can also configure security processes based on true file type. 

04. Extract archive files MetaDefender currently supports archive scanning for over 30 types of compressed files. 

Archive handling options are configurable, and multi-level and encrypted archives are 

supported.

05. Protect sensitive 

data in files

With OPSWAT Proactive Data Loss Prevention (Proactive DLP) technology you can content-

check files for PII (Personally Identifiable Information) when they are uploaded, and block or 

redact specific content before it reaches the end user or exits the environment.

06. Detect file-based 

vulnerabilities

Numerous organizations are exposed to attacks leveraging file vulnerabilities. Uploaded 

files can trigger vulnerabilities in libraries/ applications. OPSWAT File-based Vulnerability 

Assessment technology detects vulnerabilities in installers, binary files and Internet 

of Things (IoT) firmware at the gateway of your network, before the file enters your 

organization. 
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MetaDefender Deployments and Integrations

REST API Integration

OPSWAT offers a rich set of REST APIs that system administrators and developers can use to integrate dynamic security 

features into their security architecture. These APIs can integrate with existing security features on file upload servers to 

completely block malicious file upload attacks.

MetaDefender can be deployed within your premises, cloud infrastructure or by integration with MetaDefender Cloud. 

Depending on where the data lives, we offer native connectors or ability to integrate via REST API that supports a variety of 

deployment scenarios.

REST API Integration 
3 Deployment Options

Applications

File Upload
Unknow Status

Processed
Clean Files

Internet

?

MetaDefender Core

On-Premise

MetaDefender Core AMI

Cloud/IaaS

MetaDefender Cloud 

SaaS

Powered by

Deep CDR Proactive DLP

Sandbox
File-Based 
Vulnerability 

Threat
Intelligence

Multiscanning

Corporate
Network

On-Premises SaaS Cloud/IaaS  

For on-premises deployments with strict 
constraints, MetaDefender Core is often 
the best solution.

If you need  MetaDefender to integrate 
with SaaS products, consider 
MetaDefender Cloud for easy scalability, 
24/7 availability, and minimal overhead.

If you’d like to deploy in an IaaS 
environment, still consider MetaDefender 
Cloud. But, but if you’re sending files 
outside your organization, MetaDefender 
Core can be deployed in a cloud 
environment. For AWS deployments, 
consider MetaDefender AMI for seamless 
scalability that is easy to implement.
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Internet Content Adaptation Protocol (ICAP) 

One of the most popular native connector solutions is the MetaDefender ICAP Server, which offers native integration to most 

Web Application Firewalls (WAFs) and Load Balancers (LBs), including:

 ▪ F5 Advanced WAF™

 ▪ F5 Big-IP® ASM™

 ▪ F5 Big-IP LTM™

 ▪ F5 SSL Orchestrator™

 ▪ A10 Networks Thunder® SSLi®

HTTP/ HTTPS HTTP/ HTTPS

Internet Web Services

External Access + Level 1 Security

Firewall / DMZ

REQMOD, RESPMOD

& FILEMOD

 Technologies

Deep CDRMultiscanning File-Based 
Vulnerability 

Proactive DLP

MetaDefender ICAP Server MetaDefender Core

ICAP Interface
NGFW,LTM,WAF,SWG

File Upload Security with MetaDefender ICAP Server

Key Differentiators

1. Advanced threat detection and prevention technologies 

Industry-leading cybersecurity technologies include Multiscanning and Deep Content Disarm and Reconstruction (Deep 

CDR), which can detect and prevent both known and unknown threats.

2. Simple and flexible deployment  

Fast and scalable implementation on-premises and in the cloud using REST API or any Internet Content Adaptation 

Protocol (ICAP) enabled product.

3. Custom security policies and workflow 

Enabling administrators to create multiple workflows to handle different security policies based on users, file sources and 

file types.
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4. High performance and scalability  

Fast scanning and reconstruction of files in milliseconds without affecting performance. Scalability to any volume with 

our built-in high-performance architecture and load balancing features. 

5. Low total cost of ownership (TCO) 

Flexible offerings to provide beneficial TCO. Powerful control over cybersecurity through a single platform that results in a 

higher ROI, higher adoption, lower overhead, and fewer trained professionals needed to oversee complex systems.

6. Meet regulatory requirements and avoid compliance violations 

Meeting regulatory compliance requirements is time consuming and can be costly—when they are not met. OPSWAT 

technologies provide compliant processes, comprehensive visibility, detailed reporting capabilities that help you meet the 

OWASP guidelines and the due-diligence expectations of DTCC (Depository Trust & Clearing Corporation), GLBA (Gramm-

Leach-Bliley Act), GDPR, PCI-DSS, FINRA and many other regulatory requirements. 

OPSWAT applies a Zero Trust model to users and the files they upload and the devices 
from which these uploaded files originate - to protect you and the critical financial 
information you manage from hackers, state sponsored cybercriminals, insider attacks, 
and even inadvertent employee oversights.
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About OPSWAT

OPSWAT is a global leader in critical infrastructure cybersecurity that helps protect the world’s mission-critical organizations 

from malware and zero-day attacks. To minimize the risk of compromise, OPSWAT Critical Infrastructure Protection (CIP) 

solutions enable both public and private organizations to implement processes that ensure the secure transfer of files and 

devices to and from critical networks.

More than 1,000 organizations worldwide spanning Financial Services, Defense, Manufacturing, Energy, Aerospace, and 

Transportation Systems trust OPSWAT to secure their files and devices; ensure compliance with industry and government-

driven policies and regulations; and to protect their reputation, customers, partners, and employees from cyber-driven 

disruption.

Cross-Domain 
Solutions

Storage 
Security

File Upload 
Security

Email  
Security

Secure 
Access

Network 
Access 
Control

Malware 
Analysis

For 
Developers

Visit us on LinkedIn, Twitter, Facebook, and YouTube.

http://www.linkedin.com/company/opswat
http://www.twitter.com/opswat
http://www.facebook.com/opswat
https://www.youtube.com/user/opswat1/
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